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Social Media, Your best friend or worst enemy?
WOW! What a great way to stay in touch with your
friends and Chapter Members or any group. It can
help you with so many communication challenges in
GWRRA. You can even set up your own Facebook
Page for your Chapter/District/Region. What a
great tool for effective communications with our
Members! This type of instant communication used
to be something we would dream about.
Wake up folks!!! This dream can easily turn into a
nightmare if we are not careful when using it. Don’t
forget, “whatever you say may be held against you!”
It lasts forever, you can’t take it back and the opportunity for your printed words, without facial expression, voice inflections or body language can easily be mis-interpreted or mis-understood. Instead of
someone laughing at the remark you stated in writing, the opposite happened. Now, their feelings are
hurt and/or they are mad at you.
This very rapid and far reaching form of communication can also broadcast whatever you wrote about
when you offered your opinion about a particular

presidential candidate or anything political in nature. The same goes for
any other subject that will affect someone’s opinion, including religion. It
is almost impossible not to offend someone who reads that post from you.
At this point, I have a sincere concern. Whenever you post a disparaging
remark about anyone on your Facebook page YOUR name always precedes it – in BOLD type. Lots of the readers of that post know YOU!
How does the individual reader differentiate this “personal opinion” you
have just voiced as representing only your opinion and not the Chapter,
District or Region that you represent in GWRRA. Worse, does the reader
think that opinion represents who or what we stand for in GWRRA?
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WOW! Instead of “making a friend” on Facebook we may have just lost
one or more friends. How many times have we found out that the basis of
a misunderstanding amongst members of a Chapter turned out to be
something that someone posted on Facebook or other “Social Media?”
As Leaders in GWRRA please help all of our Members understand that
Facebook can help make our experience in GWRRA even better when we
can share all of the great rides and adventures that our 2, 3 or 4 wheels
bring us plus the great pictures and memories that go along with them.
This is all possible if we are careful of the letters that our fingers touch on
our keyboards as we enter the World-Wide Web!
Thank you

Ray and Sandi Garris
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With a New Year come changes, the dreaded changes.
They come with New Year’s Resolutions for our personal life and then work decides to change something
OR in the retired work life the spouse decides to
change something and through it all we adjust. Sometimes we go kicking and screaming and other times we say, what took so long.
I would say that this change coming from GWRRA will be that change that
says, "what took so long"!
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So let me set the stage for some who may not know what happens each year. Each year our Chapter/District and Region
Treasurers are asked to fill in the GWRRA Financial Report
along with all of its accompanying forms and a copy of the 990N
filing and get it signed by their Director and then send it to the
Treasurer and Director a level up. That Treasurer and Director
review the documents and then report when they have received all their District or Region Financials to their Treasurer and Director one level up.
WELL, for the year 2016 we have added a new GWRRA Financial Report.
We have created an Excel spreadsheet that can be used as a check register and
if you use it, it will automatically create that GWRRA Financial Report at the
end of each year. A thank you must go out to Dennie Long in Arizona who created that for AZ District and Region F Financial Report some years ago and
then to Abel Gallardo, GWRRA's Controller for taking that and modifying it
for use by all GWRRA Chapters/Districts and Regions. You will find the
document at gwrra.org/oconnect under the Finance Information Section. This
will be the Financial Report that will be used from now on. We will also create
the Financial Report alone as a pdf fillable form for those who have other accounting procedures.
WHY did we create this new Financial Report? When you look at it
you will see that there are new categories to include each of the
GWRRA Programs, Rider Education, Membership Enhancement
and Training (GWRRA University) on both the income and expense
side. We’ve added technology on the expense side so you can see
what you are spending on social media, websites, video conferencing
and more. We created a Financial Report that should go hand and hand with
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your budgets. Each program will be able to see what income they have and
what expenses they have so they know where they stand financially at all
times. It is a big step forward to transparency in our Chapter/District and Region finances.
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Many of you have heard that we have asked that any of the checking accounts
that were opened for any reason other than the running of the Chapter/
District or Region be closed. Rider Education had the majority of them.
There were legal and tax consequences to these additional checking accounts
that go away with the consolidation into one. The fear in the move is that
Rider Ed or any program that felt the need to have their own will no longer
have a say over the funds that they raise. Put simply, this is absolutely false!
Working together as a TEAM includes activities, planning
and finances. We need to always make certain that we are
working for the betterment of the members experience and it
takes a TEAM! We all know when it comes to money friends
can become enemies and we absolutely cannot let that happen
in GWRRA. So we need your commitment to create each
year a budget along with your goals for the coming year. Each TEAM member has input to that plan. Then there are 2 ways (or more) to look at the allocation of funds. One way is that money is made as a whole but there is agreed
upon allocation of funds to each Program and agreed upon expenses. This is
the way I chose to run the District and Region and to be honest; I don’t think I
had given it this much thought when I was a Chapter Director. But 20/20 being that perfect hindsight, I should have paid attention to what I was doing at
the Chapter level as well. The second way is for each Program to raise its own
income and then be responsible to spend only what they bring in. But what
happens if funds are needed? That is the concern I always had with this
method as I found that working together as a whole we will always be able to
fulfill our largest responsibility as Officers and that is to always work together
to create the very best experience for all GWRRA members. So we need leadership from our leadership TEAMs and have them work together for the betterment of those members. This is an important element of a well-functioning
horizontal TEAM.
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So on the next 3 pages you will find the new Financial Report and the Financial Report Breakdown. Review it, start using those categories and the new
Excel Spreadsheet register will be available for download from GWRRA.org/
oconnect by February 15, 2016. Any comments or suggestions about the
spreadsheet please email me at president@gwrra.org.
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SPECIAL CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
We all know that the Chapter is the basic building block of GWRRA. It's
where the active members are and where the FUN is. The members who are
active in their Chapters seem to stay with us longer and have a better experience. With that said, I asked my wife Nan, who is the Chapter Director for our
Home Chapter, FL1-A in Tampa, Florida to describe one Chapter special activity that we have found to really be popular with our members. It might not
have appeal or work with your Chapter (they're all different) but give it some
consideration if you think your members might like it.
We all ride together a lot, we eat together a lot, we rally together a lot, we
poker run together a lot and all are great Chapter builders. Another terrific
way to build Chapter camaraderie is "overnighters".
Overnighters at District or Region Rallies, poker runs, Chapter fun days, holidays or any GWRRA event have always been very successful in our Chapter.
We've always have good attendance at these. In a few cases, we've even had to
make special arrangements to accommodate all the members who want to participate.
When attending District or Region Rallies the overnight stays just add to all of
the day's fun. It is also a great way to get together and practice your Chapter's performances in the Chapter Costume Contest, the Talent Show, Chapter Shirt Contest and one of the most fun contests, Chapter Pride. At our District Rally our Chapter funds cover an extra room for all the Chapter festivities after the Rally day is done. We all bring snacks, beverages and cards and
it is a great way to end the day. It's kind of a Chapter hospitality suite.
When attending a Chapter Poker Run or Fun Day that's a long distance from
home, overnighters work great. Not only do you spend the day together but
then you have dinner together and then whatever else your Chapter likes to do
in the evening you can do as a group.
For many consecutive years our Chapter has had a double overnighter over
the Memorial Day Weekend. These are always some of the best times. Each
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year it is someplace different. We eat, swim, ride, sightsee and spend a ton of
time together and have made some wonderful memories. We plan it a year in
advance so everyone can make sure they put it on their calendars. This year
we have the entire motel reserved on Charlotte Harbor in Florida. The motel
has a pool, barbecue grills, a restaurant within walking distance, a mini golf
course next door and a special sitting area for the sunsets. We can hardly wait.
Everyone likes to get away from it all to ride, relax and have fun. If you haven’t already had overnighters on your calendar we suggest you try it and see
how fun it is. You don't have to stay at the expensive motels, and in fact the
older one and two story (down and out) facilities work best if they've been
maintained.
One of the "complaints" we've heard around GWRRA is from folks who think
there's not enough variety in our events. Making a ride to a Chapter Poker
Run an overnight stay at a neat motel can put a whole new spin on it. Give it
some thought and talk to your Team about it the next time you're planning
your calendar.
Nan and Bob Shrader, Deputy Director East, Regions A and N
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What If
What if we looked at obstacles as opportunities?
What if we opened our minds to opportunities we never dreamed possible?
What if we set goals for ourselves, Chapter, District, or Region that are realistic?
Sounds pretty simple, Right? However, we ourselves make it difficult to accomplish. Think about it, if you said to yourself "This year I'm going to set a
goal of 100 new Members" and you're currently averaging one new Member a
year. The moment that goal left your lips; you already have a laundry list of
all the reasons why you cannot achieve that goal. These two words "What if"
have stuck with me. They are powerful and thought provoking.
With only month into the New Year, I have a question. Have you and your
team come up with strong goals and visions?
How can goals and visions help you and your Chapter, District, or Region?
. By attracting Members to stay and visitors to join
. This keeps your Chapter focused.
. Challenges people and helps change mindsets.
. Gives a fantastic way to get our Members out of the drama and focus on
the bigger "Why" (Bonus - end the Drama!)
Your appointing officers and your National team are here to support you and
your teams with any questions you may have. Feel free to contact us at any
time. We want you to have an amazing experience and we are supporting you
to reach your goals.
If you are working on something exciting, the vision will pull you. Goals and
Visions are crucial items in the success of any organization. To maintain a
more forward motion to where you are headed you must have clarity.
Here are the questions you should ask your Members and team Members to
achieve their direction.
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1. What size would you like to see the Chapter, District, or Region grow?
And how?
2. What would you like to see out of the Leadership Team?
3. How do you want your Members to believe in Fun, Friends, and Safety?
4. How can you make your Members more knowledgeable about
G.W.R.R.A.?
5. How will your visitors respond to their visit?
6. What separates your Chapter, District, or Region apart from others?
7. What do your visitors receive?
8. How can we increase attendance at Socials and Rally’s?
Once you have your Goals and Visions determined, share them with your
Members so they can help you achieve them as one team.
Let's "What If" in 2016

Bruce & Barb
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Decisions, Decisions
Being an Officer and leader in GWRRA is more than meets the eye. There are
many skill sets needed to fulfill the obligations of any GWRRA Officer. One of
the most important things you will do as an Officer in GWRRA is make decisions. Decisions that affect more than you. The affect may be wide ranging.
Your decisions can affect the direction of the Chapter, how Members feel
about the Chapter and hence whether they attend Chapter events. In fact, the
very success of the Chapter may ride on a decision you will make! No pressure right?
So you want to get this one right! How do you make all of the decisions that go
into building a successful Chapter? Well the good news is that there is help
out there. If you have been through the Officers Certification Program
(OCP), then you may have heard that our leaders make decisions based on the
best interest of the Members. Okay, great, what does that mean? We need to
take a look at a few things to help guide us.
First thing, take a big breath. While as a Director, you may be making many
“final” decisions, you are not alone! You, along with your team will need to
discuss the many decisions that go into the operation of a Chapter, District or
Region. Some are necessary and required, that’s where your knowledge and
the experience of your appointing officer come in. Some are financial in nature and we will talk about that below. Some decisions are logistical in nature.
That is, Chapter colors, day and time of the Chapter Gathering and many others. Some of these decisions were made by your predecessors. Some you and
your team will need to make.
So how does this team process work? Great question. During a team meeting,
many things are discussed. The team Members will input about various decisions that the Chapter, District or Region needs to make. This may be because
it directly affects them, or it may be that they can add to the discussion to help
you make the final decision. As a Director, this will help you make the correct
and best decisions.
In our Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) it states that “monies we raise
are for the operation of the subordinate”. Well as far as money goes, that gives
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us some information for decision making. The operation of a subordinate
could mean paying for the Chapter participants to go to a Rider Education
workshop. It could mean paying for a projector to allow your Educator,
Trainer or Membership Enhancement Coordinator to present seminars that
include ‘PowerPoint’ slides. These financial decisions are based on several
things; does the subordinate (Chapter, District or Region) have sufficient
funds and does it benefit the Member, your participants? Of course this is
based on the bank balance. You can’t spend money you don’t have. So, decide
wisely.
Many decisions you will make are not financial in nature. There are many
seemingly basic things that will have to be decided. Things like the time to
leave on a ride. The time for a Chapter gathering to start. Developing a Chapter ride calendar. Remember, many things may seem trivial and small to you
but it may impact your participants. A change in gathering day may be on a
work day for some. A time change may not allow enough time for some to arrive before you leave on a ride.
Wow, this is getting complicated isn’t it. Let’s take a step back. If we have an
honest discussion with the leadership team, if we explain the reasons behind
our decisions. If we take into consideration the Leadership Team’s inputs. If
we are transparent in the decision making process and if we remember to
make our decisions in the Members’ best interest, then we are making the
right decisions for the Chapter, District and Region. You need to be clear,
complete and concise in your explanation.
Take the Long Road /:\
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By the Book
By: Jack Wagner
Deputy Director
Region H Trainer

By the Book” articles are intended to help familiarize GWRRA Volunteer Leaders
and Members with the policies, procedures, and information contained in the
GWRRA Officer’s Handbook (OHB). A copy of the Officer’s Handbook can be
found at the following Internet website:
www.gwrra.org/oconnect/
officerhandbook.html
Please feel free to reprint these articles in Region, District, or Chapter newsletters.

Achieving the Vision
Last month's By the Book article featured the GWRRA Mission and Vision statements. Most people look at mission and vision statements as something that is
'dreamed up' or only applicable at the higher levels of an organization. A vision
statement defines the goals of an organization or what that organization wants to
be. This month's article examines how what we do at the Chapter level supports
achieving the Vision statement goals. The first element of the vision statement
reads:
GWRRA (Gold Wing Road Riders Association) is a leader of associational organizations, respected by its Members as well as its competitors
and the communities it operates within.
What happens at the Chapter level that supports achievement of that goal?
What about being role models attempting to dispel the stereotype many people
have toward motorcyclists? Wearing the proper riding apparel, exhibiting
safe riding practices, making Motorist Awareness presentations to outside
groups and distributing Motorist Awareness materials, working to recruit new
members by 'spreading the word' about our Association, proudly wearing
Chapter apparel or vests when participating as a group in community events,
publicizing Chapter functions. These are just a few examples of the multitude
of ways a Chapter can be a positive influence on the perception of motorcycle
'clubs' within their community. The training offered to GWRRA Members is
something few other organizations offer.
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The next element in the Vision statement reads:
GWRRA strives to offer the highest quality service to its Members.
Henry Ford used to say, “Service isn't always good, but if it isn't good, it can't
be service”. To fully appreciate how a Chapter provides service to the Members, we should first define 'service'. According to the dictionary, service is the
act of providing aid, or a helpful activity – and taking Mr. Ford's quote into
consideration, it has to be done well. Wow, that is exactly what we do and I
believe we do it exceptionally well! Members are always willing to help another Member – whether its a needed repair to their Goldwing or help with a
project around the house. In times of need, GWRRA Members are always
there – even for total strangers who called a phone number from the Gold
Book. Chapter Educators provide potentially life saving advice on safe riding
plus helpful information on maintaining our motorcycles. Whether it be Rider
Ed training on improving our riding skills or Leadership Training benefiting
our personal or professional life, GWRRA training is always of the highest
quality. For GWRRA Members, help, or service, is never farther away than
the nearest telephone.
I'm sure everyone can think of many other things which support these two Vision statement elements. Next month, I'll continue the discussion of how the
remaining Vision statements come into play at Chapters.
The more you know, the better it gets!

Jack Wagner
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One of the huge frustrations shared among our GWRRA Rider Course Instructors is witnessing our student members finish a class, exit the range area,
pull over and change from their required riding gear into shorts, T-shirts and
sneakers. Unfortunately some of our 3-wheel riders are among those, believing that that third wheel makes them less vulnerable. Read below to learn
what can happen, not on the street at cruising speed, but on a closed training
range, at a relatively slow speed, on a Trike piloted by a paid professional
rider. Then decide if you really want to share the experience of Kyle McCarty,
an Instructor with Puget Sound Safety, who, along with the editors of the
SMSA newsletter, allowed us to tell his story.
ATGATT
All The Gear, All The Time.
But, for who? Students? Other riders? Me? You?
As we know, ATGATT is an ideology and attitude that all motorcycle safety
gear should be worn at all times no matter what speed or perceived risk
level. For a lot of folks, it isn't just a phrase; it is a mindset.
As riders/instructors, we consciously choose gear for rides. Sometimes our
choice is based on protection, sometimes comfort, sometimes visibility, and
sometimes image/ego.
So, why this article? On September 29, 2015, I unfortunately had a mindset
of “Nothing will happen to me!” Because of this mindset, I experienced an
event that I’d like to share. I hope to inspire you to consider ATGATT in a
different way.
It was a wonderful, warm sunny day teaching a three-wheel class of very
engaged students. My YEARS of teaching without any type of demo-ride
challenge, slip, or crash, enabled me to be complacent knowing,
“NOTHING will (ever) happen to me!” Yes, I had let my ego/pride and image jade my gear choice.
It was during one of my favorite demos, skidding to a stop, that the front
tire of the rig suddenly jerked left and grabbed an incredible amount of
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traction. In the last few feet of the demo, the rig instantly flipped. I don't
remember much except hearing a series of sickly crunching and snapping
sounds. Not of metal when a bike hits pavement. Instead, it was my bones
as the rig landed on me!
For some reason, instead of doing a demo again in 3/4 open face style, I had
lowered my modular helmet into full-face position just before starting.
(Luckily, as rig parts slammed against the back of the helmet driving my
“chin” into the pavement.) My protective Aerostich was sitting in the air
conditioned classroom staying cool. Sadly, my long sleeve t-shirt, gloves,
and over-ankle footwear was ALL the protection I had.
My CHOICE on-range gear was totally useless. My choice to not wear a
protective armored jacket, no chest/back protector, no shoulder armor, allowed my collar bone to be broken into 4 pieces, my scapula to be split,
seven ribs broken in 3, 4, and 5 pieces, and my lung to be perforated.
My false sense of security is similar to a complacency that can be acquired
when someone rides the same roads to/from work, without any issues, day
after day. This false sense of safety can hinder a rider from being fully
aware and taking the unexpected into account.
I really don't remember when I gave up wearing a lot of protective gear
(beyond minimum curricula required) for demos. For some reason, I came
to believe that, “Nothing will happen to me!” Yet, laying in the hospital with
a bunch of new stitches, a groovy new titanium plate and matching screws,
a chest tube, and a breathing exerciser thingy, I had a lot of time to reflect.
One reflection was on “safety.” I realized that range rules and standards
were not put in place for the 99% of riders who never crash or even have
close calls. Instead, the range rules (run-off standards, maximum students
per range, and path-of-travel safety margins) were put in place for the 1%
who need it most.
It's the 1% (which I now speak as a part of) that can benefit most from
watching an instructor gear-up. Yes, even for a demo. When gear is demonstrated by instructors, it sends a powerful message. It is only NOW that
I’ve realized that I have been doing a disservice to my students. (Preaching
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one thing; yet demonstrating another.) Karma rode in on the 29th. I rolled
snake-eyes. I lost the risk bet and crashed-hard!
So, what does all this mean? Simply that I invite you to consider what instructors wear to/from class and during demos. I invite instructors to encourage and inspire critical thinking skills about ATGATT.
How can this be done? By asking these types of questions:
How does ATGATT support a safer ride by offering protection, comfort,
and visibility?
What experiences support an ATGATT strategy? (Perhaps scuba diving,
firefighting, law enforcement, skydiving, etc.)
What are some consequences of not wearing gear?
For me, I unexpectedly and quickly became the 1%. For me, I was not
wearing appropriate/effective protective gear. (After all, it was only a
demo!) For me, I now ask my students:
If you knew that during your next ride you were going to crash, would
your choice of gear be any different than what you typically ride in?
If you knew that your life-partner, daughter/son, mom, or best friend were
going to crash during their next ride, what gear would you encourage them
to wear?
MY solution is ATGATT. Yes every ride. Yes every demo. I will always
DRESS FOR SUCCESS both on-range and on-street!

Bob & Althea
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It All Starts with an Idea!
Have you heard about the NEW GWRRA University and the promise of a
change from the PowerPoint-based educational seminars we have now to a more
updated and engaging curriculum? Did you ever stop to wonder how that new
updated curriculum will actually come about?
Well, it all starts with an IDEA! Yes, all the new training experiences being designed begin with a Team called the IDEA Team. IDEA stands for Instructional
Design Evaluation and Advisory. That is a mouthful; that is why it is called the
IDEA Team
The IDEA Team has a key role in the development of new programs. This Team
is involved with designing a format and approach for new learning experiences
within the University. This new focus is more interactive making the training
engaging and relevant and will provide useful skills for you, the program participants.
Notice the emphasis on training! In the past, the seminars presented information
in a lecture format. The new training programs focus on providing the skills
needed to enhance your ability to be more inspiring and effective leaders, safer
riders and motivate members to be more active and involved.
This IDEA Team project is a long term one that requires time and commitment.
The Team has already been at work for several months and is steadily moving
toward the goal of engaging, outcome-based training programs. The Team is
scattered geographically, but the use of the Zoom video conference App has
made it much easier to interact and discuss.
We are now at a point where we are looking for additional members to help us
develop new training modules. If you are a member with a strong knowledge of
GWRRA, a creative mind, new ideas and a background in training and instructional design we could use your help.
If you would like to be considered for this team, send me an email
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(gwrra.training.dottie@outlook.com) and tell me a little about your background.
Dottie Bahrenburg
GWRRA University, Director of Programs

Joe
LEAD LIKE YOU RIDE. LIVE LIKE YOU RIDE.

Hi to all
Sandi and I are very sorry to announce that John & Barb Pons will be resigning
from their position for family reasons. We are so sad to see them leave this position but fully understand where family priorities need to be in our lives. We all
owe this incredible volunteer couple so much in GWRRA. They have made major contributions to virtually every part of the Member Enhancement Program.
Along with their outstanding Assistants and staff they have helped improve almost the entire MEP Program. We sincerely thank them for being such an important part of TEAM GWRRA.
They have also promised to help us train their replacements. Because of this important consideration from them, you will see a very smooth transition in
MEP. Please join us in thanking them fortheir outstanding service and dedication. You won't have to say good-bye though as they are still going to stay active with their Chapter.
We now must look forward and carefully select a new National Director of Membership Enhancement. If you are interested in being considered for this position,
please forward your request in writing along with a brief resume to me as soon
as possible.
Again, thanks Barb & John for all that you have for our Members and many
contributions to our Association.
Ray & Sandi Garris
Your Directors of GWRRA

Barb & I along with Ray & Sandi Garris would like you all to welcome to our
GWRRA family the new Region E Directors Bob & Nicki Fowkes. They may be
new to this position, but Bob & Nicki are certainly not new to Region E. They
have served Region E for the last six years as the Assistant Region Directors with
Clayton & Lynda Alcorn, Bruce & Barb Beeman and Bruce Watkins. Bob &
Nicki know Region E and also the Members of Region E. They have the grassroots understanding of what the Region is about and are in touch with the Members and their needs.
Bob & Nicki are both level 4 riders, are both seminar presenters and they have a
great understanding of all the programs and have supported them all. They are
currently the Region E Couple of the Year and wil be representing Region E at
Wing Ding in Billings. They come to us from Dixon, IL and call Chapter IL-G
home. They have been married for 45 years and had 4 children. Both Bob &
Nicki are retired and I'm not sure how Nicki keeps her sanity with Bob there
24/7 (just kidding).
We are very excited for what lies ahead for Region E and it’s Members. Bob &
Nicki along with their Team have a great vision for the future of Region E and
want you all to join them on the ride. They can be reached
at fowkesrf@grics.net. They are ALL about Fun, so please again join the Beemans and the Garris in welcoming Bob & Nicki Fowkes as the new Region E Directors.
Thank You & Ride Safe
Bruce & Barb Beeman
GWRRA Deputy Directors

